NOTES

February 1992.

Due to unfavourable weather conditions some daffodil varieties
were not lifted as early as planned. Therefore most orders will
not be dispatched until March 1992.

Orders will now be accepted up to the 14th March 1992.
This seasons bulbs are the best (with the odd exception) we have
harvested for many years;- large,very firm and no bulb fly.

Postage and M.A.Foinspection charges are pplaorder. Overseas
customers can reduce the cost,per person,by combining and
sending one order to cover their requirements.
We are planning on a visit to the U.S.A.in April for the A.D.S.
convention and look forward to meeting you there. I (Spud) will
bring a few bulbs with me.
M.E.Brogden (Spud)
for

INTRODUCTION
To all Daffodil Lovers,
This years catalogue again consists mainly of the fine show varieties
created by G.W.E.(Bill)Brogden,who at 98 years of age still 'adores the
'daffodil' that he has worked with since the early 1920's.
We are sure there will be something in this issue to interest everyone.
The 1991 flowering season started very early with the first blooms in early
August (up to 20 days ahead of usual),and it continued in this vein until
the last finished on the 10th of OCT BER,still 10 days earlier than usual.
Never the less excellent show bloom_ ere produced. Our main successes were
the N.D.S. Raisers Cup (12 varieties raised by exhibitor) at both N.I. & S.I.
Nationals,and,Champion Bloom at the S.I.(Timaru) with X137/8 a 2y.y. This
variety was Champion Bloom at the N.I. Nationarin Lower Hutt (1987) on it's
first ever flowering.
The most pleasing award was a First Class Certificate for CENTREFOLD 3w.yyr.
The 18 blooms presented for the award were grown by no less than 5 growers

from Hamilton in the north to Christchurch in the south.
We at BROCDEN BULBS have now adopted a logo. It shows our provincial Taranaki,
landmark - Mt.Egmont; the nearby Hawera water-tower; and our feature flower
the mighty DAFFODIL.
All bulbs offered are fully acclimatised, are grown in our nurseries at
Normanby, and will have had one hour Hot Water Treatment before delivery.
We thank our clientele and trust to merit your continued support.

Spud & Joy Brow-len
Bill Brogden (senior)
***-Wifii-N-N-1140-N0-11-11-**

* ********-****-*

4 / 97-eq Street%
Wort-akdq,
71aa40,wt4i.

Wect, 3eaia4a.
** *** ** *** *** ****** *** ** * # # # * * * 401 * **

ABBREVIATIONS
Flowering season in brackets; (E)= Early. (M)= Mid season.

(L)=Late.

N.D.S.=National Daffodil Society of New Zealand.

N.I -.North island.
S.I.=South Island.

Reg.= Registered

with the R.H.S.

****************-********************

1992 RELEASES FROM BROGDEN BULBS.
2y.r

FOCUS (E) X107/7.

3w.Y

NEW LIFE (E) X52/A.

100, 45. 12. 550.
An older variety that has had Premiers at National shows
while under number. Bred from Verona x Motif, New life is
consistent and valuable due to it's early season for a+.
3w.y. The broad ovate perianth is very smooth,of thick
texture and plane (but does reflex slightly with age). The
flat disc corona is ribbed,has a wavy,crenate mouth and is
of a ligth greenish yellow. Corona colour fades after
maturity to near white with a yellow rim. Excellent poise
on sturdy stems.
$35.00 each.

3w.w

RUNITA (LM) X52/1..

105. 44. 25. 600.
An outstanding show flower with brilliant colour of very
bright deep yellow and solid deep red, that. stands out in
m any company. With strong substance that holds the broad
acute,smooth perianth plane until the flower fades, and a
well balanced,slightly flared cup shaped corona, FOCUS is
a'must have'for early shows. The strong,longish neck holds
the bloom in very good poise on long,strong stems. Free
flowering,a good increaser and stands the sun well. Bred
from Torridon x Jetsetter.Premier 2y.r N.D.S. N.I show
(1?avrer-r=fh34 t) 1990 CMC.44Z/A.I.R/U.E)
$35.00 each.

40. 11. 450.
90.
A medium to large sized flower bred from Easter Moon x
Verona.that is a consistent producer of show blooms. A
round flower with smooth,plane perianth and a small disc
corona. TM-:whole flower opens and stays white. Very good
poise on strong stem.
$20.00 each.

********** * ***** * ********** * ***#
FIGURES FOLLOWING THE SEEDLING NUMBER ARE FOR Flower width. Perianth length. Corona length. Stem length.
**** * ******* * ******* * ** ## ###M#

1 991 RELEASES FROM BROGDEN BULBS
.

2y.y

Reg.

EGMONT GOLD (M) X74/1.

105. 43. 37. 550.
Has the vigor and strong plant habits of it's parents Gold
Bank x Daydream,and is consistantly good year after year.
The broad ovate perianth is smooth,plane and of great substance and texture. The?/8th length funnel shaped corona
is flared, has a slight roll and a crenate rim. The whole
flower is deep golden yellow throughout.

1991
.
y.w

Reg.

RELEASES CONTINUED

110. 47. 37. 5,0.
Another Gold Bank x Daydream seedling but is different
from the other reverse bicolours we have named. A very
healthy plant with the large flowers well poised on stout

GALAXY PRINCE EM) X74/04.

stems. The deep 'Daydream' yellow perianth is long,broad
and pointed, is very smooth and has a slight twist. The
wide, straight, cup shaped corona is very white, has a
light roll and a slightly crenate rim
2w.w

ICE ROUSE (E) 191/2,
110. 47. 42. 550.
With its breeding of Guiding Light x an Empress of Ireland
x Caniap seedling, one can understand why it has this name.
Reg. A superb flower that has very smooth, flat, very broad,
triangular perianth, and a straight cylindrical corona
with a lightly dentate rim. Lon& strong stem and neck. Has
been regularly shown (under number) in our NITS Raisers
entries.
Only a few to go.

2wwwwy ON CALL (M) X93/9.
103. 42. 28. 600.
A very reliable variety that ie a most useful collection
filler. The blunt, broad ovate perianth is very smooth and
Reg.
white. Opining light yellow, the wide, cup shaped corona
fades to white with a broad band of light yellow on the
slightly crenate rim. Bred from Guiding Light x Bandit.
Has very broactorect foliage and strong long stems.
2w.)?
Reg.

ON TARGET (LM) X96/3.
O.
1 05. 45. 17.
This Top Model x Bandit seedling has been given a star
each year in our seedling record books. Tha strong,large
blooms are conslatantly of top show form. The very broad,
round, smooth, very flat, white perianth has wonderful
substance and great lasting quality. The wide, shallow
bowl corona in lobed, has a smooth rim and is coloured
light limey yellow. Only a few left for 1991.

TOP SPOT (M) X91/5.
95. 40. 40. 450.
A medium sized flower from Guiding Light x (Empress of
Ireland x Canisp) that like its sister, Ice House, has all
Reg. the form for a top show variety. The very omonth and flat
triangular perianth forms a double triangle backing for

Tw.w

the narrow, gently expanding trumpet that has a flared and
fine dentate rim. The whole flower is a clean white
throughout. Good plant and poise. Medium length stems.

Not many to go.
2w o w

100. 43. 2;?. 600.
WHITE FROSTING (E) X93/1.
quite different from what one would expect from Guiding
Light x Bandit,- a very white, rather stary shaped flower
with a short, cup shaped corona. The narrow, pointed
perianth is very smooth and &Draws flat, while the straight,
smooth edged corona opens very light lemon but quickly fades
always good. Excellent poise on
to white. A 100% flower
long, strong stese.

VARIETIES RAISED BY BROGDEN BULBS
2w.p

AIMEE JOY (M)

2w.wwy BALLET LASS (M)
2wyyo BANDIT (M)

40.00 lw.w
2w.y
7.00 2y.w
5.00 3w:yyr

MARIE (M)
MERRIDEE (M)
MOONDANCER (LM)
MOTIF (M)

3.00
20.00
5.00

CAPREE ELIZABETH(M) 5.0.
CAROL(EM)
2.00
3w.yyr CENTREFOLD (EM)
30.00
2y.y
CHANELLE (LM)
2.00
7.00'
2w.r
CONQUEST (M)
15.00
2w,wyy COUNTDOWN (M)

3y.r
3w.y

NADA (EM)
NEW HOPE (LM)

3,00
20.00

2w.wwY
2w.y
2y.o

ON CALL (M)
ON TARGET (M)
ORANGE BOWL (EM)

10.00
40.00
3.00

2y.r

2y.w
2w.w

PRYDA (M)
PURE MAGIC

7.00
25.00

2y.p

2y.r

DANGER (EM)
DIANE JOY (M)
DYNASTY (EM)

2y.y
EGMONT GOLD (M)
2y.yor EGMONT KING (EM)
ly.y
ERIN (M)
2w.wwp
2w.w
3w.yyr
2w.yor

FAIRY CHARM (EM)
FLORENCE JOY (EM)
FLYING HIGH (LM)
FOREMOST (M)

2y.w
ly.w
2y.y
ly.y
2y.y
2y.y
2y.y
2y.y
2y.y
2y.y
3w.yyr
2w.p
3w.y
2w.w

GALAXY PRINCE (E)
GALAXY LIGHT (E)
GOLD BANK (M)
GOLD BELL (EM)
GOLD CHARM (EM)
GOLD GEM (M)
GOLD KIWI (M)
GOLD SHAH (L)
COLDMINE (EN)
GOLDORE (E)
GLAMOUR GIRL (LM)
GOOD NEWS (E)
GREEN BERET (LM)
GUIDING LIGHT (E)

2w. w

ICE HOUSE (E)

3w,wwo JANELLE (L)
2y,r
JETSETTER (E)
lw.w
JET TRAIL (E)
2w.y
2w.p
2y.yor
2y.r
3y.r
2y.y
2y.yyr

KAREKA (LM)
KESTELLE (M)
KIWI (E)
KIWI GOSSOP (VE)
KIWI INVADER (L)
KIWI MOON (EM)
KIWI SPARK (EM)

7.00
3.00
20.00

(LM)

POSTAGE IS EXTRA
SEE TERMS OF SALE

15.00
30.00
3.00 2y.r
2y.r
15.00 2y.r
60.00 ly.y
20.00
5.00 2y.r
2y.r
15.00 2y.w
2.00 2y.y
7.00 ly.y
3.00 2w.00r
5.00 2w.w
60.00 3w.w
15.00 lw.y
15.00 2y.r
15.00 2y.w
3.00 2y.w
20.00 2 ► .w
5.00 2w.o
10.00 2y.yor
30.00
2y.yor
60.00 2w.yor
lw.w
10.00 2y.r
5.00 3y.00r
2y.r
S.O.
2yw.wwy
3.00
2w.y
5.0.
5.00 2w.w
10.00
10.00 2w.o
25.00
5.00

RED ALERT (M)
RED DEVIL (E)
RED MISSION (M)
REWARD (EM)

25.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

15.00
SABRE (VE)
5.00
SALUTE (EM)
10.00
SARITA(LM)
10.00
SELENA (N)
15.00
SHANE (L)
5.00
SHAZ (M)
SILVER KIWI (LM)
25.00
SNOW AP (LM)
7.00
SOBETT (E)
100.00
SOME DAY (EM)
SPECIAL OFFER (EM)
STARLIGHT (M)
STAR TRACKER (LM)
10.00
SWEEt LUCK (M)
5.00
7.00
SYMBOL (M)
TANYA (M)
TOP MODEL (M)
TOPSPOT (M)
TOURIST (LM)
TRUDIE MAY (E)
TUI (M)
TWILIGHT ZONE(EM)

3.00
5.00
35.00
J.00
10.00

WELCOME (LM)
WHITE FROSTING (E)

10.00
10.00

ZARENE (NI)

2.00

20.00

gm=

-

GENERAL LIST
2y.o

AIR MARSHAL (LM)

3.00

2w.y

1Y

ARCTIC GOLD

7.00

2y.o
2y.w
2w.wwp

CEYLON (E)
CHARTER (EM)
CORAL RIBBON

PACIFIC STAR (M)
2w.v
2y.00r PILLAR BOX (LM)
2w.wwp PISMO BEACH (L)

15.00
5.00
25.00

2y , w

DAYDREAM

2w.w
4w.y
2w.y
2w.y
2w.p

EASTER MOON (L)
ERLICHEER (E)
FLASH AFFAIR (EM)
FLASH AFFAIR (EM)
FRAGRANT ROSE (L)

5.00
2.00;
10.00
10.00
40.00

POSTAGE IS EXTRA
SEE TERMS OF SALE
6y.y
RAPTURE (VE)
.
3y.r
RED EMBER (LM)
1y.y
RISTIN (VE)

10.00
20.00
7.00

2y.y
1y.o
ly.v

GALWAY (E)
GLFNFARCLAS (E)
GOLDEN SOVER1GN

2.00
10.00
7.00

ly.y

2w.w

IBERIA (LM)
IMMACULATE (M)

3y.y
2y.r
2y.r

LEMONADE (LM)
LOCH HOPE (VE)
LOCH LUNDIE (H)

(E)

2.00
2.00
5.00

(N)

(M)

3.00

(F)

5.00
15.00
3.00
3.00
5.00;

OLD SATIN

(L)

7.00

340.r
1w.w
2y.0
lw.w

SABINE HAY (LM)
12.00
SILENT VALLEY (LM) 15.00
10.00
SPRING FLING (E)
SPRINGSTOU CHARM(M)30.00

2w.p
1Y-Y
2y.r

TANGENT (LM)
TEMPLE GOLD (E)
TORRIDON (EM)

3w.w
2w.p

VERONA (L)
VOCATION (L)

5w.w

WAXWING

(N)

5.00
10.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
1 0.00
.

MIXED COLLECTIONS. Postage extra

JO ALL DIFFERENT
20 MIXED
50 MIXED
100 MIXED
10 ALL YELLOWS
10 RED CUPS

$12.00
$15.00.
$25.00.
$40.00.
$12.00.
$12.00.

******** * **###** * ********* * ** * ********** * ** ******* *14-**** *** ******* ** **

PREVIOUS RELEASES FROM BROCDEN BULBS

2w.p
Reg.

2y.p
Reg.

AIMEE JOY (EM) X95/4. Bred from Melanie (Caro Nome x
Debutante) x Dear Me. Quite e=,, rly flowering for a top
show quality pink. Has •trong euhstenee and good
texture in the very round, flat, white perianth. The
wide bowl shaped corona has a serrated edge and is a
beautiful shade of deep pjnk.
In some conditions an
odd white fleck F-Jows on the corona edge. Medium to
a stone neck.
long steri;

Bred from Daydream x a
Salmon Trout x Vision seedling. A good sized flower
with quite broad, pointed perianth that is very smooth,
flat and of aiDaydream' yellow. The sieven-eighth leright
corona is vase shaped with a neat serrated edge and is
a deep rosy pink. Once the flower is fully developed
and matured the corona colour gradually fades. An eye
catching show flower on a strong plant. The first 2y.p
to be awarded a Premier at a NDS show (Lower Hutt)
NI 1987.

CAPREE ELIZABETH (M) 142/2

2y.yor EGMONT KING (EV) X95/2. A large flc ►,er. from Orator x
Loch Hope that impresses with its boldness. Has been
shown successfully since its first flowering in 1903
when it was Premier Seedling and Premier 2y.r at NDS
Reg.
NI show (Waitara). 1989 saw it Premier 2y.r at NDS
NI show (Hawera). The long, broad pointed perianth is
mid-yellow end makes a great backing for the slightly
expanded, straightish corona of orange that deepens
to red on the serrated edge. Tall stems, strong plant
and excellent bulbs.
2w.wwp FAIRY CHARM (EM) X89/9, A medium sized,high quality,pink
not predominate show flower. Purest white,shovel shaped
perianth is very smooth and flat. The short,wide,cup
Reg.
shaped corona is white with a pink pencil rim on the
very neat edge. Goad poise, long stems and excellent plant.
Previously listed as WHISPER.
2w.w
Reg,

FLORENCE JOY (EN) X9B/1. This Guiding Light x a Verona
seedling has been a most consistent (and sort after)
show variety for several years. The very broad, triangular perianth seements Eire well overlPpped, very
smooth and Flit, of excellent substance end texture.
The half length, straight corona has a lightly seTrated
edge and is very well balanced with the perianth. After
a few days the whole flower is an even milky white.
The flowers have excellent poise on strong stem and
plant. Show successes inclede Premier 2w.w NDS NI show
/989 at Hawera.

2y .y

GOLD KIWI 0) X53/E. Quite a large show flower with very
thick,smooth texture and intense colour. The flat,slightly
✓ounded i shovel shaped perianth is deep golden yellow.
The large 3/4 length corona is straight with a neatly
flared edge,and is of the same colour as the perianth.
Premier 2y.y NDS SI (Dunedin) 1988.
Previously.listed as 24 CARAT.
GOOD_NEW5 (E) 1JT4e. An exfp]]eni Lrile show pink that

is ideal for the first shows. Very hroari, white, triangular perianth and a neat five-eight length, vase
shaped corona of soft pink, deeper at the edge. long
stems and [plod plant.

3w. y

2y r

GREEN flERE t (M) X77/1-,4. A medium sized flower that is
a most consitent show flower. The broad, round, smooth
perianth is slightly cupped at the edge, clear white
and of excellent suhstance. The small, saucer shaped
rerona is rs yellowish green. A very neat flower on a
strong, medium length stem and plant.

excpllent show
form and early flowring. The long, rather pointed
perianth is hright golden yellow, very smooth, flat
and of great texture. The solid recl,wide cup shaped
corona is well serrrIted. Takes 3-4 days fur r:olour to
develop. Tall stem with long but strong neck.Premier
NDS NI show (Pukekohe) lao.
KIWI LOSSIP(L) XR(A. Highly coloured,

2y.y

KIWI MOON (M) NT 41. Unexpected colour from Favourelle

Reg.

x Loch Hope. Mid-yellow perianth with a alightly deeper
corona that shows a touch of orange when the flower ages.
Each petal is very broad and roundpand,being nearly fully
o verlapped,forms a near circular back to the straightish,
wide,half length corona. A large smooth flower that can be

✓ibby on very large blooms. Agood seed parent for broad
perianth 2y.r r s. Very strong plant.
Previously listed as FULL MOON.

2y.yyr. KIWI SPARK (EM) 90/6. The unusually shaped perianth is
very broad but cuts back to be narrow at the base, yet it
forms a large,smooth,plane background to a neat,straight-

ish,half length cup. Perianth colour is clear mid-yellow,
The corona is distinctly coloured, half the same as the
perianth and a bright red for the outer half.Excellent
poise and plant. Previously listed as BRIGHT SPARK.

Reg

RED ALERT (M) X78/11. This Orator x Loi7h Hope seedling
has consistency and co lou s its str ong points. Of gond
P yellow perianth and a 1Brge
size, broad, rounded, golden
gohlet like corona of fiery orange red. Good poise, stem
and plant. Premier 2.r at the 3rd World Convention 1984
(Hamilton). Premier 2y.r and Champion nloom (grown by
Alf Chappell) NDS ST show (nunedin) 1q87,

2y.r

SABRE (L.) 85/9. Another early flowering, high coloured

Reg.

show flower that is very large. The rounded, very broad
perianth is flat, smooth and of great substance and
texture. The large well balanced corona is cup shaped
and lightly serated. The deep yellow, and deep orangered flowers are held on long strong sterns on a vigorous
plant. Premier 2y.r N1-15 NI show (Pukekohe) 1986.

?w.w

SILVER LINING (ML) P83/6. A wonderful, large pure white

2y.r

that has a silver sheen. The fully round perianth segments are very smooth, slightly cupped at the edges
and thick textured. The shallow howl corona is crimped
and has a serrated edge. Very impressive on tall sterns
and a very strong plant. Has many premier and champion
bloom awards to its credit. Was included in three of
our winning exhihits at Tasverition 1986.

Reg.

SOME DAY (Er) X97/2. 1;r1 Orator x Torildon seedling. A
magnificent show flower with excellent form, colour
and plant habits. The well overlapping, broad, slightly
pointed perianth is very smooth, flEtt and of excellent
substance and texture. The neatly qerrFcted, gohiet
shaped corona i very well balanced with the perianth.
The corona colour iR onifnrm deep red to th base,
an even, deep yellow with a
while the perianth
touch of gold. Excellent pniRe, stem hind strong plant.
CL , ripinn
Judged Premier 2y. r, Premi-r neF
Bloom a't the 4th World Convention (Hobart) 1988,

2y.r
Reg.

2y .w

STAR TRACKER (ML) X74/G11. Soft, clean colouring of
creamy yellow with a very white corona,and the long
triangular perianth makes STAR TRACKER distinct in it's
class. The perianth is smooth,plane and of good texture
while the 5/8 cup is nicely crenate. Excellent poise,
medium stems and good plant.Premier 2v.w Hamilton 1990.

TWILIGHT ZONE (EM) X14/ra22. Another Daydream x GoldBank seedling that is extremely consistent in producing large, smooth, show hiooms. The perianth that
is long, broad and flat, opens 'Daydream' yellow that
if deepens to mature with a white halo at the base. The
neat five-eighth length cup shaped corona opens lemon,
changes to white at the base and shades to a yellow
with a slight pink tinge on the edge. Very long stems,
healthy plant and excellent hulls. Gold Ribbon winner
Indiana State Show 1989. Gold Ribbon winner at American
Daffodil Society's 1990 Convention.

. uvw v

TERMS OF SALE
SEASON CLOSES 28th FEBRUARY 1992.
PAYMENT SHOULD ACCOMPANY ORDER .PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE
TO BROGDEN BULBS.

POSTAGE AND PACKING TO EACH NORTH ISLAND ORDER ADD $4.00,
TO EACH SOUTH ISLAND ORDER ADD $5.00.
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS PLEASE ADD $40.00 PER ORDER,(THIS ALSO COVERS OUR
M.A.F. INSPECTION FEES)

PRICES ARE IN N.Z. DOLLARS AND INCLUDE G.S.T.

SUBSTITUTES - WE WILL SUBSTITUTE WHEN SOLD OUT OF A VARIETY.
UNLESS REQUESTED OTHERVISE.
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS IN BLOCK LETTERS ,

PLEASE.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *x x x x x x* * *

1992

SPECIALS.

Postage extra.

OFFSETS OF VARIETIES AT $30.00 OR OVER ARE AVAILABLE AT
ONE-THIRD OF THE LISTED PRICE.
VARIETIES LISTED AT $2.00 EACH, - 3 OF ONE VAR. $5.00
6 VARIETIES, ONE OF EACH FOR $9.00.
or
VARIETIES LISTED AT $3.00 EACH,-3 OF DNE VAR.$7.00
or - 6 VARIETIES, ONE OF EACH FOR $14.00.
VARIETIES LISTED AT $5.00 EACH,-3 OF ONE- VAR.$12.00
or - 6 VARIETIES, ONE OF EACH FOR $25.00.

**********************************************************

